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CONFERENCE WILL BE JULY 24 THROUGH JULY 27, 2009
NEXT SISTERHOOD MEETING WILL BE JANUARY 16, 17, AND 18, 2009 

NEXT CO-ED MEETING WILL BE JANUARY 31, AND FEBRUARY 1, 2009

November 13, 2008

Dear Friends,
The next Sisterhood meeting and the Co-ed meetings are

very important. The members of the Temple of Sakkara and the
Sisterhood who wish to create satellite churches all over the
United States should plan to attend these meetings.

The Temple of Sakkara and the Sisterhood of the Emerald
Fire are the guardians of an antenna system that will bring
peace to the Earth. The Temple, as well as the Sisterhood, is in
charge of teaching people how to use this antenna system to bring peace to the world, One of the purposes
is to set up satellite centers to promote the wisdom of the use of the Holy Grail Vortex to generate peace on
the planet.

The antenna system that we have created can stop or change the mind control that is being generated
by the corporate world that wishes to create war to control people. It is very important that we generate the
Holy Grail Vortex from many areas, instead of just from Allegan. The reason for this is that the government
has equipment that can block a transmission from one area. However, if we create a chord that is at least 3
major areas, to generate the vortex from, the frequency of the chord will block their blocking system. This is
why the Tibetan bowls are made so that they play 3 notes at a time. The work that we have to do is so
sensitive that we need to expand our system.

In October of 2008, a group of us went to Montauk, NY. This is a major mind control center which
contains many particle generators. There we created a little group of people that have worked together to
explain the proper use of the Holy Grail vortex. They are Peter and Susan, Shelly, Daniel, Peter Moon and
myself. To do the work, each one of these areas needs to be made into a church so that we can form a
chord of vortexes that will help to change the frequency so the mind control can be stopped. Of course,
Peter has the expertise to map this out and to understand the proper ley lines that need to be used to
generate this wisdom. That is why at the seminar of 2008 we came up with the pamphlet of “Vortexes R Us”
and recorded all of the material that was presented in explaining the proper procedure in how to use these
vortexes. Now it is time that we set up satellite churches and coordinated their function through the wisdom
that was given to the Temple of Sakkara.

The pyramid is a tune tank antenna. It pulses at the frequency of the heart chakra. In 1968, the Hardy
family was told to build a pyramid for John Hardy so that we could stop the ELF (Extremely Low Frequency)
transmissions that were generated through Sawyer Air Force Base in the Michigan’s Upper Peninsula.
Sawyer Air Force Base is connected to the grid in such a way that it can pulse different ELF chords. It was
originally designed to communicate with the Polaris submarines during the Cold War by pulsing the whole
Earth grid. However, experiments were done in Seattle Washington to see how ELF frequency affected the
minds of humanity. The antenna systems for the ELF devices are the Space Needles in Seattle, and other
towers, like the CNN tower in Canada. These towers are located all over the Earth. Researchers like Bob
Beck and Paravich reported that they would send a team of medical doctors into an area like Seattle, beam
certain frequencies through the Space Needle and see how many more people would commit suicide or
other heinous activities by pulsing ELF to the area. This is their method of mind control. Using this method,
they can train people to be suicide bombers, because they can enter their dream time and control their
minds. The reason the Hardy pyramid was created is to protect the heart chakra of humanity so that those
who wish to advance to a higher plane will not be controlled by the ELF emissions from these Space
Needles. This is why I say that if the pyramid, the tune-tank antenna system, is properly used, we can
control the mind control devices that are being generated on the planet. This is why we need to set up
satellite churches so when we are doing important work, we can broadcast from many areas, instead of just
one. What is important here is that this system be completely understood and respected by the people that
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are using this system. It is a very delicate system and it totally uses the transfer of energy from the cup to
the sword, or vise versa. If you look at the cup as the pyramid and the sword as an obelisk, this energy can
be transferred back and forth without any problems. The clue here is that we use love to tune the frequen-
cies. For those that have worked with this system, you know that we use the Cathar’s Creed to activate the
Church of Love on the planet. The Cathars were a group of people that were sacrificed in 1244 by the
Catholic church to cover up the mind control of entrapping people on the planet. It is through the
dimensionals, like the Cathars, the Templars, the Shamans, the Saskatch, the ETs, fairies and devas, etc.,
that this system is generated and a group of people are given permission to use it. However, it must be used
correctly. The teacher behind this is John the Beloved, who was also the founder of the Knights Templar.

If we create these satellites, we need to have material to teach people. I am including the Holy Grail
Vortex and the questions and answers that our little group of Montauk visitors created, and I am going to list
the material that was presented at our seminar in Allegan, MI, that is now available for purchase. Paxahau
has been coming for years and recording the speakers. This year the speakers were chosen to promote the
idea of setting up information so that the Holy Grail Vortex could be better understood. Paxahau has
recorded the following list of lectures. They are available as CDs for $10 each or DVDs for $15 each. Ship-
ping is $5 per order, regardless of how many you order. You can email your orders to Paxahau at:
jaos@paxahau.com, or call the Paxahau office at 248-584-1646.

CD AUDIOS $10 each:

Peter Champeaux: Sacred Geometry (Friday, Patio)
Alen Drew: Healing with Reiki
Carl Franklin: Ascension
Dean Liprini: Seeding the original light grid with Shaman Knowledge
Gale Amon: Crystals Bowls and Cathar Meditation
Saturday morning panel discussion
Tau Huang: Spiritual Anatomy
Whitney Wyckoff: The Gift of magic
Gail Mack: Channeling Mary
Joy and Phillip (Patio): Meditation and Trinity Point
Joy and Phillip (1 hour class): Trinity Point
Sandy Kay: Creative Movement
Shelly Bourne (1 hour class): Balancing the Magnetic Fields
Tim Benjamin: The Gifts of the Grid
Kiernan Antares: Phoenix Star
Kim Randall: Health wisdom
Peter Champeaux: Grid
Marlene Sanford: Channeling and Active healing
Pat Foster: Political Reality
Shelly Bourne (Patio): Healing the Grid
Steve Westin: Agriculture in Crisis

DVD VIDEOS $15 each:

Opening Ceremony
Saturday morning panel
Carl Franklin: Ascension
Tim Benjamin: Sacred Geometry
Adam David: Ascension & the Twelve Strands
Dean Liprini: Dowsing
Dean Liprini: Seeding the Original Light Grid with Shaman Knowledge
Gail Mack: Channeling Mary
Closing Ceremony
Peter Champeaux
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CDs $10 each. DVDs $15 each. Shipping is
$5 per order, regardless of how many you
order. Email orders to Paxahau at:
jaos@paxahau.com, or call the Paxahau
office at 248-584-1646.



1. What is the Holy Grail Vortex (HGV)?
It is a completely balanced and tuned energy system that will, in turn, balance and re-tune personal,
local, regional, or world-wide imbalances, always in tune with the well-being of Mother Earth.

2. Who can use the Holy Grail Vortex?
Anyone who has received training and feels concern and/or empathy for a personal problem within, or
in someone else, or finds a problem that puts other people at risk or in danger locally or regionally,
and/or has a deep love for the well-being of Mother Earth

3. What is the first step to using the Holy Grail Vortex?
The first step is always to ask permission before using the Holy Grail Vortex! When you are ill, ask
your body, mind, soul, or your divine self if you can bring yourself back into balance; if you wish to
help someone else with their problem, either ask their permission directly, or ask their higher self and
honor their answer. With local, regional and world-wide problems and energetic imbalances, ask your
own higher self and also ask Gaia (Mother Earth) herself.

4. What is the second step to using the Holy Grail Vortex?
The second step is to form a clear and strong intent within yourself. Whether you have a feeling about
what is needed, you have experienced the problem, or have a clear idea, visualize what it is you
intend for the Holy Grail Vortex to do! Whether it is to stop your cold, to heal someone with cancer, to
divert a tornado, to disarm a nuclear device, to bring Goodwill back into human consciousness, or to
heal Mother Earth, make your intent simple and clear. If your intent is not clear and your vision is
confused, the HGV will be ineffective! Work locally, wherever you live, where you know the local
problems, so your intent can be clear and strong!

5. How do you form a Holy Grail Vortex?
There are four vortexes starting with the smallest in the center and going out, each vortex larger than
the one before it:

A. Innermost vortex (Counter clock wise - CCW): establishes a standing columnar wave (scalar) and
is tuned to your intent.
B. Second inner vortex (also CCW): allows the elementals/higher beings to attune the frequency of
the sword (as in “the cup and the sword”) vortex between our stated intent and the desired results.
C. Third outer vortex (Clockwise -CW): creates the ‘cup’ in order  to balance and ‘house’ the inner
vortexes.
D. Fourth outermost vortex (also CW): allows the elementals/higher beings to attune the frequency
of the cup to our stated intent and the desired effect.

6. How do you determine the size of each vortex?
Each problem has a different solution, therefore each vortex will be a different size from all the others.
You must use and trust your own intuition when you create the Holy Grail Vortex even if you end up
inside the very center vortex!

7. What Invocation do you use when creating a Holy Grail Vortex?
Mary has established The Great Invocation for the creation of the Holy Grail Vortex (see reverse side)
because it is a non-sectarian and meaningful invocation. However, this being a world of free will,
individuals are free to change the wording of The Great Invocation to suit their own world-view, or
create their own invocation that is meaningful to them.

8. What do you do when the Holy Grail Vortex you created has been established?
Give thanks! Move on.

9. Are we able to direct the Holy Grail Vortex ourselves to any particular focal point?
Yes! If you are deeply concerned as to what is happening in Washington, D.C, or in Darfur, you can
direct the HGV to these locations. However, if your neighbor annoys you and you direct the HGV to
his/her house to change him/her, don’t be surprised if the HGV comes right back upon yourself to
balance your own discontent! The energy of the HGV is always tuned to the ultimate well-being of
Mother Earth, not our own comfort level! Our intent can be a powerful starter motor for the HGV, but
the engine that drives the HGV is not within our control!

10. Do we take down the Holy Grail Vortex after it has accomplished its purpose?
Yes, although, because the Holy Grail Vortex is energy-driven, when it is no longer needed the

supporting energies wane and the HGV collapses on its own.
Please direct any other questions to Mary or any one of the Sisters of the Emerald Fire.



From the point of Light within the Mind of God
Let light stream forth into the minds of men

Let Light descend on Earth.

From the point of Love within the Heart of God
Let love stream forth into the hearts of men.

May Christ return to Earth.

From the centre where the Will of God is known
Let purpose guide the little wills of men-

The purpose which the Masters know and serve.

From the centre which we call the race of men
Let the Plan of Love and Light work out

And may it seal the door where evil dwells.

Let Light and Love and Power restore the Plan on Earth.


